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Abstract: Ignatian spirituality, following the dynamics of the Spiritual 

Exercises, is an interior journey on which the exercitant embarks to reclaim 

which are also God-given. In the Ignatian tradition, spiritual direction plays a 

key role as the director accompanies the directee through a series of 

conversions moving from inauthenticity towards authenticity. Besides 

empathetic ears, supporting words, giving meditations and contemplations, in 

what ways can spiritual direction be helpful to the fervent soul? 

and systematic account of how the human mind and heart can operate in an 

integrated way. This paper explores how attention to the operations of 

consciousness may contribute to spiritual direction, beginning with an 

elaboration on Ignatian Spirituality as a journey towards authenticity, how 

such a journey moves through conversions, and affirms that attending to the 

operations of consciousness facilitates spiritual direction to accompany people 

on this journey.  
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1. Introduction 

Spiritual direction plays a key role in Ignatian spirituality. St. Ignatius of 

Loyola helped many of the people he met through spiritual conversations. 

William Barry and William Connolly define Christian spiritual direction as 

latter to pay attention to 

communicating God, to grow in intimacy with this God, and to live out the 
1  Ignatian spirituality, following the 

dynamics of the Spiritual Exercises, is a journey on which the exercitant 

authentic desires which are also God-

modern terminology, the aim of the Ignatian Exercises is to help a Christian 
2 In the Ignatian tradition, the director 

accompanies the directee on this journey through a series of conversions 

moving from inauthenticity towards authenticity. Besides empathetic ears, 

supporting words, and giving the meditations and contemplations in the 

Spiritual Exercises, in what ways can spiritual direction be helpful to the 

directee?3 

spirituality with a clear and systematic account of how the human mind and 

heart can operate in an integrated way, and has been of most help to 

                                                           
1 William Barry and William J. Connolly, The Practice of Spiritual Direction (New 
York: HarperOne, 2009), 8. 
2 James L. Connor, The Dynamism of Desire: Bernard J.F. Lonergan, S.J. on the 
Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius of Loyola (Saint Louis: Institute of Jesuit Sources, 
2006), 28. 
3 As a basis to the present work, I use the translation in George E. Ganss, The Spiritual 
Exercises of Saint Ignatius: A Translation and Commentary (Chicago: Loyola Press, 
1992). The Spiritual Exercises in italics is a reference to the actual text, and Spiritual 
Exercises refers to the actual prayer exercises. 
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spirituality.4 According to Lonergan, it is in the autonomous human subject 

that self-transcendental stages of experiencing, understanding, judging, and 

deliberating occur. The authentic subject follows the transcendental precepts to 

be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and responsible. Conversion occurs when 

one shifts from biases and self-absorption to following these transcendental 

consciousness, which not everyone is at home with, and where spiritual 

direction may help. This paper explores how attention to the operations of 

consciousness may contribute to spiritual direction, beginning with an 

elaboration on Ignatian Spirituality as a journey towards authenticity, how 

such a journey moves through conversions, and affirms that attending to the 

operations of consciousness facilitates spiritual direction to accompany people 

on this journey.  

 

2. Ignatian Spirituality: A Journey towards Authenticity 

Human beings have a restless longing for God. The person who 

praise, reverence and serve God. However, spirituality is not something that 

operates independently and divorced from other realms of humanity; on the 

contrary, grace builds on human nature and interacts with our humanity as we 

ill is not a pre-determined plan which the 

individual and common lives in freedom by the choices that we make. As 

                                                           
4 -
The Way, 43 no. 4 (2004), 123. 
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choosing to live 

quely our own but also God-
5 

How do we understand authentic desire? Unlike other animals whose 

lives are driven by basic instincts, human lives are driven by purpose, 

deepest desire in the human soul. Edward Kinerk proposed that such authentic 

-self instead of superficial false-self, and that 
6 

authenticity, the journey is not straightforward. Our true-self is often hidden or 

concealed under other images, often referred to as our persona, masks, or false-

 innocent 

creative desires, radical egocentricity, values inconsistent with the gospel, 

crippling images of God, and elements of psychological unfreedom readily 
7 In other words, not all 

desires are authent

self-transcendence, and consistent self-transcendence is reached only by 
8 

                                                           
5 

Studies in the Spirituality of the Jesuits 16, no. 5 (1984), 4. 
6 Ibid. 
7 The Way Supplement 95 (1999), 32. 
8 
(Milwaukee: Marquette University, 2011), 
https://lonerganresource.com/pdf/lectures/What%20Does%20Bernard%20Lonergan%2
0Mean%20by%20Conversion.pdf (accessed January 2019), 2. 
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3. Conversion 

preparing and disposing our soul to rid itself of all its disordered affections and 

9  Michael Ivens explained that 

conversion in the Spiritual Exercises 

Spiritual Exercises consists in 

ives and 
10 

3.1 Religious, Moral, Intellectual and Psychic Conversions 

-

-

-  

-
11 -

- -

ever-deepening withdrawal from ignoring 

the realm of transcendence in which God is known and loved, and of ever 

                                                           
9 In this work, the numerated paragraph in the text of the Spiritual Exercises will be 
designated by a number in square brackets, for example [19] is paragraph 19 of the 
Spiritual Exercises. 
10 Michael Ivens, Understanding the Spiritual Exercises: Text and Commentary: A 
Handbook for Retreat Directors (Leominster: Gracewing, 1998), 1-2. 
11 Bernard Lonergan, Method in Theology, ed. Robert M. Doran and John D. Dadosky 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2017), 226. 
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12 

 

Moral conversion is self-

objective value even if it  

kinds of questions for deliberation: the self-regarding questions

13

- -

 

Moral conversion is a shift in the criterion of decision, whereas 

intellectual conversion  a shift in the criterion of truth. Concerning reality and 

knowing, there exists a myth that knowing is like looking and the real is what 

is out there, which then regards knowledge as a matter of taking a good look at 

what is already out there. Operating from this stance is staying in the world of 

immediacy, but the real world is a far vaster world that is mediated through 

meaning. There is intellectual  when one shifts to regard knowledge 

ligence and 

                                                           
12   
13  -
Philosophical and Theological Papers 1965-1980, ed. Robert C. Croken and Robert M. 
Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004), 324-325. 
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14  Intellectual conversion opens the horizon of questions and 

are pursued for their own sake.  

If intellectual self-transcendence is about  

psyche. 15

-

-

manifolds

16

-

 

 

                                                           
14  
15 Neil Ormerod and Christiaan Jacobs-Vandegeer, Foundational Theology: A New 
Approach to Catholic Fundamental Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2015), 131. 
16 In this paper, pseudonyms are used in the case illustrations. 
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3.2 Conversions in Ignatian Spiritual Journey 

The self-transcending journey towards authenticity is often not smooth 

but laden with fertile tensions, even capsizing the stability of self-reassurance 

one has built up over the years.  

Although created in the image of God as a true-graced self, each 

individual has a unique story subject to various influences both biologically 

life journey in this world, twisting and crippling the soul since infancy. As a 

consequence, the human soul is far from wholeness, but rather influenced by 

unconsciously operating false images of self and the beliefs that I am not loved, 

that I am less than good or that I am insecure. Out of such wounds, survival 

strategies were developed to deny the lack of love in relationships, to 

compensate for the inferiority experienced, and to defend a sense of security. 

Throughout the years these survival strategies become persistent, gradually 

evolving into fixed beliefs and interpretations of self, others and life.  

An ideal self, a picture of the kind of person one should be, is developed, 

persona, whereas those unacceptable parts we considered inappropriate are 

pushed into the shadow. The self is attached inordinately to masks that give an 

illusory counterfeit of the true-graced self. For example, instead of a healthy 

oneself with performance and pursuing excellence ceaselessly; being perfect 

provides a sense of recognition, worthiness, or lovability. This false ideal 

creates paradoxes of illusion: at a surface level, one may feel a certain sense of 

goodness in the masks and cover-ups, but it inevitably implies that one has to 

otion that 

one is not being cherished. 
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Religious conversion is thus a turning away from this hidden belief in 

radical lovelessness to an experiential knowing oneself as being loved by God. 

-graced person. 

Religious conversion frees a person from being trapped in inordinate 

often involves a struggle between love and fear, approach and avoidance. 

Ignatius defined the contrary movements of the soul as spiritual consolation 

and spiritual desolation: the former describes interior movements of the soul 

towards God, whereas the latter movements in the opposite direction, both 

originating from the dynamics of love and fear respectively. William Barry 

described that such bipolar motivations of love and fear result in a rhythm of 

withdrawal and return which characterizes all our relationships, including our 

relationship with God.17 When the soul is dominated by fear, it withdraws into 

the familiar false self-images, and when fear is subordinated to love, it has the 

courage to step into the mystery. Ignatius introduced the rules for the 

discernment of sp rules to aid us toward perceiving and then 

understanding, at least to some extent, the various motions which are caused in 

the soul: the good motions that they may be received, and the bad that they 

 [313]. The definition implies that the discernment of spirits is 

highly correlated with the operations of consciousness, which will be 

elaborated in the following section: love motivates a person to follow the 

transcendental precepts in operations of consciousness w

biases and leads to decline.   

There are two movements in the dynamics of the Ignatian journey: one 

                                                           
17 William A. Barry, Spiritual Direction and the Encounter with God: A Theological 
Inquiry (New York/Mahwah, N.J.: Paulist Press, 1992), 59-72. 
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ist and with Christ. The first 

out the capacity of love by the giving of oneself in Christ and with Christ. 

Authentic desires are uniquely personal but at the same time apostolic: 

authentic desires lead the individual out of oneself into the human community.  

-referential 

criteria towards objective value step by step, to be shaped by religious value. In 

Ignatian anthropology, the objective value and good in an absolute sense is 

referenced to Jesus Christ Himself and other exemplars such as Mary and 

Joseph. For example, some retreatants were attracted by the responses of Mary 

is for Our Lady only. The contemplations and meditations are designed to 

bring a series of conversions to an authentic indifference. Through the 

dialectical processes of the Spiritual Exercises, the spiritual desires undergo 

further purification, mounting to a total and positive indifference, 

singleheartedly for the glory of God. Ivens described that the personal love of 

-orientates the whole person. It is the 

love by which we allow the loved-one to take over our lives, to lead us along 

his own ways towards his own objectives, the love by which we trust 
18 

The purification of the soul reaches an apex when the exercitant enters 

into a union with Christ through his passion, death and resurrection. It brings 

out the greatest paradoxes that the human mind cannot comprehend, such as 

the freedom in loving obedience, that the sacrifice of love can fill the abyss of 

                                                           
18 Ivens, Understanding the Spiritual Exercises, 75. 
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confronts the greatest darkness to bring out the greatest light of humanity, 

-passion  standing with Jesus in His 

Passion. The intimate and participatory grace of compassion also brings the 

grace of confirmation to the exercitant. 

Conversion is a vertical exercise of freedom involving a movement to a 

features of the old horizon and begins a new sequence that reveals a greater 

depth and breadth.19 The gift of oneself for Christ and with Christ is a choice 

out of the freedom to love. Reaching human authenticity is a matter of 

achieving self-transcendence both in the field of knowledge and in the field of 

action. The authentic realization of human potential takes one beyond oneself. 

Imago Dei, the supreme dignity, which is a redeemed 

dignity of each person within the vision of the crucified Christ.  

 
4. The Operations of Consciousness as a Framework for 
Spiritual Direction 
 
4.1 The Operations of Consciousness 

20

                                                           
19 Lonergan, Method in Theology, 223-230.  
20 Ibid., 100. 
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-

-

21

- -

-

                                                           
21 Ibid., 102. 
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22

 

 

-

 

 

4.2 Self-Appropriation 

Despite the fact that operations of consciousness are built into human 

nature, Lonergan iterated that it is quite difficult to be at home in this 

transcendental method, as it requires a heightening of consciousness by 

                                                           
22 -132. 
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23 Such self-appropriation begins with noticing and 

directee to turn from focusing on the incidents outside to self-appropriation of 

on

remembered an argument with his boss during his prayer. On the one hand, he 

reflected that his boss had not intended to hurt him and he desired to let the 

issue go; on the other hand, he felt an overwhelming sense of anger and was 

preoccupied with thoughts about the argument. The focus of his operations 

was on the external happenings: the issue, the situation, his boss, and what to 

do. During spiritual direction, questions focusing on his own operations were 

raised that helped him to shift his focus from the issue to self-appropriation, 

where Patrick realized there was hurt behind the anger. As he pondered the 

realized that he felt hurt when he could not convince his boss that he was right, 

Focusing on his own interiority brought further questions for intelligence and 

reflec

interiority towards authenticity that eventually gave him the freedom to forgive. 

Connor remarked that Spiritual Exercises are exercises in self-appropriation, 

being present to oneself and grasping what goes on in consciousness.24 

their lives during their prayers. However, spiritual direction distinguishes itself 

                                                           
23 Lonergan, Method in Theology, 18. 
24 Connor, The Dynamism of Desire, 19. 
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from counseling: while spiritual directors explore with the directees their 

the human dimensions of experiences as dispositions for prayer. The emphasis 

of self-appropriation in operations of consciousness also serves as a reminder 

for spiritual directors to be attentive. To illustrate, Eva was attacked by utter 

loneliness and frustration as a middle-aged single woman. She shared her 

prayer experience when she asked God why she had to suffer such loneliness. 

Instead of counseling on the pressing issue of loneliness in single life, spiritual 

direction from the perspective of self-appropriation noticed that despite her 

complaints, she did not interact with God in the prayer. When this was 

reflected and counterchecked with her, Eva noticed that she had refused to 

converse with God, out of her anger and bitterness. Such reflections helped 

Eva to realize a contradiction: although she considered God as most important 

in her life, she demanded God to love her in the way she had wished. This 

operating blindness is powerful yet hidden. Unconsciously, she had placed her 

wish in a higher order than God. Realizing, understanding and judging such 

-

loneliness in life.  

 

4.3 Framework for Spiritual Direction 

Observing the transcendental precept to be attentive in experiencing 

 directees to stay in the 

their felt sensations such as sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste, as well as 

their inner movements such as feelings, thoughts, and beliefs are often helpful. 

Consider an experience of accompanying Anna who described her prayer 
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experiences when she shared with God the difficulties in her life, and 

remarked that God was present but did not respond. When she was invited to 

describe how she had sensed 

close her eyes for a 

directees 

directees may have overlooked. 

experience, one may at one time ask intelligent questions, but other times may 

be biased and obtuse. Questions from the spiritual director may inspire the 

directee to reflect on such beliefs. Consider Linda who had experienced abuse 

in her childhood and became a psychotherapist specializing in child abuse. She 

has a long-held belief that God had allowed her to be abused in order to train 

her to be a therapist. As the spiritual director invited her to explore her belief, 

she realized that the thought offered her a reason to account for the innocent 

suffering. Encouraging her to listen to the inne

revealed the anger that had been buried deeply. It was not easy for Linda to 

face the wounds covered by the false image of a tyrannical God, but this 

opened up a journey of healing for her.  

Spiritual direction also helps by raising questions out of a different 

horizon. Consider sin which is a common theme in prayers. Most people 

but Ignatius suggested that retreatants ask for the graces of shame and 

 [48, 55] Such graces are 

challenging and we naturally avoid such feelings. In this Ignatian horizon, 
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unconditional love at a deeper level. Spiritual direction with Tony in a retreat 

illustrates this. The memory of a fault that he had committed decades ago 

surfaced in his prayer, with an image of a big dark hole enlarging enormously. 

Tony was worried that all his previous efforts of repentance and confession 

were in vain. Shame over his sin turned into anger at God for not protecting 

him from falling into the sin. Instead of comforting words to alleviate the 

shame and reassure his repenting efforts, the spiritual director operated from a 

horizon which understood shame as a possible window for grace, and thus 

emphasized the shameful feeling. Tony stared at the spiritual director in 

In his prayer that evening, after pouring all his anger towards God, Tony 

 he 

described as if he was floating on the surface of a vast and deep ocean without 

limit. He broke into a smile when the spiritual director 

grace helped to dispose 
25 

                                                           
25 Ivens, Understanding the Spiritual Exercises, 44. 
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26

                                                           
26 Lonergan, Method in Theology, 100. 
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5. Conclusion 

authenticity. An Ignatian journey is full of fertile tensions between movements 

and counter-movements. Growth in relationships requires not only paying 

attention to the other, but also awareness of what is happening inside oneself. 

foundation for presence to the Other. By asking relevant questions in line with 

the transcendental precepts of being attentive, intelligent, reasonable and 

responsible, spiritual direction helps the directee to focus on the pivotal point in 

self-appropriation, 
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